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Y'all do realize at this point that Pizzagate is basically a real thing, right? Most of

the people in charge of Washington DC are pedophiles and it's not even doubtful.

If you are new to the Internet and managed to avoid it the first time around, the "conspiracy theory" centered around the

successful Washington DC restaurant Comet Pizza. The place had a weird menu and tons of pedophile imagery, theory is

place was a front for child sex traffic.
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Bit of background for conspiracy theories. The term itself was invented by the CIA as a way to dismiss people seeing

patterns. My own view is that you also see what I term "protective conspiracy theories", wacky stuff gets boosted to discredit

suspicions. https://t.co/8Gcj86djx2

I'm noticing more and more protective conspiracy theories cropping up. These are conspiracy theories that appear

and get boosted to protect real secrets and conspiracies, cloaking the weird in the ridiculous. I'll go back to an OG for

my example, the Moon Landings. pic.twitter.com/8o3JzSadQG

— FrogButt (@butt_watermelon) September 22, 2021

Another related FBI strategy is to unleash a crisis actor hopped up about something true but who's obviously unhinged, to

discredit the theory. A literal actor shot up Comet Pizza, and a certain judge handled his case. Wonder if she got rewarded

for that? https://t.co/WJFgtlxFyc

Having a stroke rn https://t.co/GuBagQeq4f pic.twitter.com/RlnmSLu9lR

— Dr. Benjamin Braddock (@GraduatedBen) March 23, 2022

If there's a large pedophile problem I'd actually expect a lot of "conservative" crisis actors to yell about it. It both normalizes

the conversation about pedophiles but also tars the whole subject with the "crazy conspiracy theory" brush.
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After the shooting, media strictly shut down any talk about Comet Pizza. After all, don't want to inspire another crazy, right?

I'm willing to bet the trafficking fronts have been moved to at this point anyway. https://t.co/XlRTbxB9Cp

Does this really make me a conspiracy theorist? It is freaking weird guys. https://t.co/nthVGXjOgc

pic.twitter.com/zdt9lLiXH1

— Caleb (@Caleb_Salmon) March 23, 2022

The depressing thing about the whole op is that it was very successful. The shit used to be hush hush, but Epstein, the

Hunter laptop images, hell the president's own behavior are all out there and yet nothing happens.
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The fruits of the gay marriage decision are still coming a cropper. Places like Ukraine have literal baby farms, where women

give birth to children to send them off to the most pedophilic demographics possible. It's an industrial horror.

There's a lot of reasons why the current ructions shouldn't lead to World War 3, nobody in charge actually wants to get

nuked. On the other hand, there's only one just outcome to the United States of America in 2022.



This wicked country is being spared right now because of the righteous remnant. Stay out of the cities. And if angels show

up to get you, don't you dare look back.
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